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About This Game

Caution!
This game is made by RPG Maker, so the engine's exclusive feature is available as shown below.

If you want to take a screenshot using Steam Overlay feature, please change the key to the key other than F12.

F12: Reset the game

Alt+Enter: Full screen / Window mode

From indie-game award winning LaboGameStudio comes its first shareware Action Horror Adventure game!
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Ever since the war ended, the island has been slowly re-consumed by nature.
Try as we might to keep our regrets in our memories, the choices and events of the past don't just disappear.

Having been sucked into an alternate world where the relics of war are now living, breathing creatures, our heroine must get
around these monsters and, along with her companion, find a way back to their world...

Game Features

A fully panned out script with rich characters and multiple endings

Detailed Pixel art drawn from 3D rending that helps create a well made mix of immersion and presence.

Music composed using the next generation virtual sound instrument, Vienna Symphonic Orchestra, enhancing the
atmosphere.

The concept of this game is "experience of sympathy".

What makes a game resonate with players?
What makes a game heartfelt?

In pursuit of these goals LaboGameStudio weaves within its games touching characters, detailed graphics, beautiful music, and
climactic stories into a deep memorable experience.

As the indie scene in Japan starts to explode, LaboGameStudio strives to make games that standout and really make you think
"This game was definitely worth playing".

The studio strives to create more and more games that will hopefully embed such a lasting impression on their players.
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Title: MEMENTO
Genre: Adventure, Indie
Developer:
CreateLab
Publisher:
AGM PLAYISM
Release Date: 7 Jul, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

English,Japanese
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just biring man,no check points...... I have just bought it after reading the reviews, many negative ones about not having
interactive loading facilities, which I totally agree are a bit of a disappointment. But I decided to buy it for the scenery and am
most impressed. I was going to wait for a sale but decided that may be too far away. I am more than pleased to have paid full
price, just for the scenic quality.. 1.9 hrs in and you know what? I'm keeping it. Yes, it's a simple enough space rpg game but for
$11, it's well worth it. Controls are simple, missions are simple, but you can see where dogfights start to get more intense as you
level. Mining is hell of simple and it's fun switching between space fetch, mining, bounty hunting and etc...It's pretty much EVE
without the spreadsheets, Elite without the high end polish, updated Freelancer, and not quite anywhere near Star Citizen but
this was made by one guy and you can actually play it without wondering if you should of bought the $35k ship bundle.. What a
waste of my money! i have been waiting for months
for them to release updates, and fix the annoying glitches,
its not fixed and there are no updates, this game is abandoned
and i wish i could get a full refund!. Dolphin approves this game.. Not a bad game overall. I like the mechanics but the 3 turret
choices for combat leave little room for much else. Granted the scenarios are very fun but I found it repetitive after a while.
Same baseline process. Harvest resources, build your turrets and defend. Not much else. Leaves you kind of wanting.
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A short and funny game worth playing if you followed at least superficially the indie scene in the last few years, this game is in
fact a parody of some of the most infamous modern indie titles, with the addition of brony fanfic and Japanese VN segment
for... reasons.

"Sam Shark won the butthurt award of the year". I found this game a week before release and added it to my wish list, because I
was curious to play it. After 20 Minutes of playing I returned it and applied for a refund at Steam for three reasons:

- The game is producing several firewall warnings for suspicious network traffic
- I am playing on a 1680x1050 resolution and several windows and menus are larger than the screen (same happens with smaller
res) and sometimes when you open layers (profit\/loss or flights on cities) you can't exit and have to Alt+F4 the game (without
chance of saving)
- There is not really a route management. You draw lines between cities but have no idea about the capacity of planes. Even 500
passengers in the start city waiting to get somewhere aren't enough to make a profit. Once drawn the flights are added but you
don't get a proper overview of all flights and get in trouble immediately because you have to pay penalties for delayed flights

The whole concept is super weird and not well thought-through, it's way too complicated. Sorry dev team for the hard words but
the game doesn't make any fun at all. Hope you keep working on it, maybe I give it another try later.. Challenging! This is
refreshing.

Repetitive! Yes HOG's can be repetitive, but this one is especially painfully repetitive.
I have played the same hidden object scenes more than 3 times..way too many repeats for a game this length. There is a below
average amount of scenes.
The music was good! but again repetitive was becoming annoying....

Otherwise the ambiance and story are enjoyable. The game is fun, but its fleeting fun. It really feels like something went wrong
or they ran out of cash... its like they made the best they could with half the assets they needed to make the game feel like a true
adventure.

I reccomend it because of the price. Its fun for a bit too.
I wish I could give it a half way thumb.. I reinstalled this today and it wont even launch. I uninstalledd it a while back when i
couldnt cneect to yuplay (or what ever it is) servers.
BUY the gog version it works

btw it was fun back in the day when it did work. This game is absolutely increadible, and I love it so much. The races are...
limited, but hey, the maps are pretty-..uh, limited as well. Well the campaign is.. well actually, the campaign is pretty cool. But
once you finish the campaign, there isn't much left to this game. Well there IS that map pack and the sol race addon, but it's
NOT ON STEAM TO BUY. What a shame, this game could have used a few more maps and races. At least a human race, or
some sort of bug race. What about those modern airplanes in the trailer? Wasn't this suppost to be Fantasy meets Modern Tech?
This game is dissapointing, but fun because of cheats. Without cheats is pretty fun, but nothing beats using cheats on the first
level of the campaign. Hordes of undead, a path that leads to the city and out? That's some attack/defence stuff if you cheat
towers in and extra men to fight back the undead. Aaaand that's where this game's fun ends. At least update it through steam
every now and then!. It was the music in this game (Dexter Britain - Everything You Know) that first grabbed my attention and
it's a wonderful track. Too bad it is the only track in the game (about 5 minutes long), and it plays in a continuous loop. I also
bought this hoping it would include an MP3 file after installation, but no dice (it is one big .exe file that gets installed in your
game directory). So far the puzzles are ok and enticing enough to play for a few minutes and come back later for more. Each
puzzle you solve will save your progress before proceeding to the next one. If not for the music, I don't think this game would
have gotten nearly enough attention. Overall recommended but only on a sale - I paid 50 cents and I believe I got my money's
worth.. 2 seconds to pick popular topics, and\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665controls requiring you to click on a
comment, then choose an action. wouldat least be a decent BSH copy if the comments were in succession. requires a godlike
autoclicker to fight against the counter dabs

also, not free. i couldve made this\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665in scratch for god sake. makes san andreas look like
a ♥♥♥♥ing joke. I love this game! The theming is awesome. What I like best is the level of detail in the animations. It's just
fun to watch how they go about their tasks. The artwork is lovely as well. The bandits & wild animals keep you on your toes so it
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never gets boring. You actually have to manage the game. There isn't a whole lot of down time where your just sitting there
waiting for something to do like a lot of management games. I would like to see either a tutorial, prompts, or hints that tell you
how to do things. It can be fun to figure things out sometimes, but it can be frustrating for some. Overall, its an awesome game.

New Update and New Languages Available:
Hello Everyone,

A new update for Putt-Putt Travels Through Time is now available which contains the following:

I have updated ScummVM from 1.6.0 to 1.7.0 across Windows, OS X and GNU/Linux.

opengl_nearest is the new display renderer. This provides really sharp looking graphics and also ensures 100% Steam
Overlay functionality for Windows. It runs at your monitors current resolution.

I have completely re-written the shell launcher for GNU/Linux and implemented a new libraries system. This should
allow for many more users of GNU/Linux to play the game and not just people on the latest versions of Ubuntu and
Mint.

The Modern ScummVM skin now works on GNU/Linux. You can access the ScummVM menu by pressing CTRL+F5
(or Fn+F5 for Mac OS X) at any time.

ScummVM source code has been updated to 1.7.0. SDL source code is now included.

Also, I'd like to officially announce that the game is now availabe in French (Français), German (Deutsch) and Dutch
(Nederlands) and the languages are free for all customers.

Enjoy the update and thank you for playing :)

Saleck
Night Dive Studios. Jan 26, 2019 @ 2:40pm Patch Note:
Sorry for the late update.

Fixed -

Modified the player the remaining lights after player got the item.

Update -

The overall lighting of the game has been modified.

Lightings have been installed to better view the hints.
※I'm sorry, some hints lighting will not work until you start a new game.
But It will work very well if the lights disappear after the player got the item.

When pushing objects that can be pushed (e.g., boxes, statues, etc..),
I've modified the controls a little bit in detail.. update 1.6.3:
we have implemented the leaderboards menu in the game, now it is possible to see the score of other players during the match.
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Now there is a third option in the game menu "Global Rank", there will be shown the scoreboard the way you are playing. The
panel will show the 4 participants in front of you and the 5 participants before you, with their respective positions in the rank,
name and avatar of each player.. DXF Games Insanity Bundle!:
Hey everyone, I figured out how to set up a bundle for all 3 of my games up here as well as the soundtrack to Just a Cleric.

The bundle is 40% off the total retail value and includes:

Just a Cleric: Scholar of the First Wuss

Just a Cleric OST

Equin: The Lantern

Weebish Mines

The good thing about how this is set up is that you won't get charged for any of these you already own, and the 40% off is on
TOP of any current sales going on with the individual games. 

http://store.steampowered.com/bundle/3314

Thank you fo your continued support!!. Complete Game save funtion 5.27:
Full archive functionality has been updated

It can be saved at any time. New Lake Ridden Story Trailer:
Hi guys!

As you might have noticed we launched our new story trailer a little while ago, here on the Steam page but also on the
Interwebz! IGN even picked up the trailer and post it, which is huge for us!
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The trailer can be viewed on Youtube: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TFu7EGS9EKo

On our Lake Ridden Steam page: http://store.steampowered.com/app/696530/Lake_Ridden/

We really hope you like it! And a HUGE thanks to all you puzzle fans who came to try the demo at EGX!

Cheers,
- Sara & The Lake Ridden Team. Vegetable couple 6 is released!:
https://store.steampowered.com/app/1063644/. Only one day left to the building challenge!:

Hey everyone!

The deadline for the building challenge is tomorrow at 1PM EST.

Flex your architect muscles and get your Bricktrons building!

To participate in the event: http://www.castlestory.net/en/event/6272-Building-Challenge-The-Sturdy-Keep

P.S: If you need a lil' extra time, let us know and if enough of you are participating and want a bit more time, we might extend
it!. Devs Answers!:
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Hey everyone!

Here are the answers to the last round of Ask The Devs!

Enjoy!

http://www.castlestory.net/en/news/6190-DEVS-ANSWERS
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